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Preface: It appears some humans have to learn the principles of life, whereas others have already mastered them. Let's not become one of the former.
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my results are encouraging and show promise for further research.

I have found that the correlation between

We use a combination of

substances to produce a

result that is consistent with

the hypothesis that these

substances interact in a

specific way.

The experiments were

conducted in a controlled

environment, and the

results were analyzed

using statistical methods.

The data collected from

these experiments is

consistent with the

hypothesis that the

substances interact in a

specific way.

I have also found that

the results of these

experiments are

consistent with the

hypothesis that the

substances interact in a

specific way.

In conclusion, the

results of these

experiments support the

hypothesis that these

substances interact in a

specific way.
gram to try to work out an account of the psychology of the sort of deity whose existence it depends on, including all its higher-order preferences, but we cannot assume in advance that this research program will succeed. And there is a salient difference between the two cases. We do understand how a research program in human psychology with moral realist ideas in its hardcore might progress or degenerate. It is, however, difficult to imagine how a research program in divine psychology that would deliver the goods Carson needs could ever be anything more than sheer speculation.